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Categories adapted from:  Williams, Robin.  Web Design Workshop.  Berkeley:  Peachpit Press, 2002. 
 
THE PAGE 
Layout:  traditional design works within a vertical format.  For web pages, a horizontal format works best as 

pages are viewed in a horizontally constructed computer monitor. 

Size:  a standard page size that will comfortably sit inside even the largest monitors is 800 pixels wide by 
600 pixels high 

Page space:  keep in mind that a browser window includes space for software toolbars at the top and scroll 
bars on either the side or bottom, or both.  Do not place your important elements too close to edges as 
it will require too much scrolling for the page to be seen. 

Home page:  while the home page is not necessarily a table of contents, it is the first page a viewer sees 
and should contain a basic idea of what might be in your site. 

Scrolling:  it may be unavoidable for a viewer to avoid scrolling to see a page.  Make sure that the 
important information in your screen can be viewed without scrolling. 

 
NAVIGATION 
Design:  how a user navigates your site is as important a design element as the graphics you choose to 

feature.  Keep a consistent navigation pattern on each page.  Any deviation in appearance and function 
will affect not only how the page loads but how your user reads the page. 

Home page:  as your home page is the first page your user sees, consider this page as your site identity, 
the page that will establish the patterns that repeat throughout. 

Interior pages:  these are the pages users go to for content so make sure the page stays simple and 
focused. 

Hierarchy:  use sub-categories for linking interior page.  Done effectively, this helps keep your pages 
structure and simple.  

 
BACKGROUND 
Visual impact:  every web page has a background, even if it’s white.  Your background will work best if it is 

not trying to be the foreground.  Keep it simple. 

Size:  should you decide to use an image for your background, careful of the image size.  If the image is 
too large, your foreground will load before your background. 

Color:  choosing a dark background (with reverse text) can be an effective design choice.  Consider 
limiting a dark background to pages that will not need to be printed.  If users choose to set their printer 
to “ignore background,” a lighter color or white text will not show up on the printed page. 

Contrast:  consider using a strong color for the homepage and “swatches” of the color on interior pages.  
This will create a strong site identity. 

Graphic elements:  borders, buttons and color bars can create a strong visual division between navigation 
and content areas. 



 

 

Patterns:  tiled images that repeat endlessly can be an effective background as long as the image is not 
too large.  Textured backgrounds include images that fit together seamlessly to create the impression 
of a single image.  Wallpaper involves images that float in their own space creating a background of 
multiple images.  

 
BUTTONS 
Usage:  remember that buttons are a way for users to access information.  Be careful not to showcase 

buttons in a way that dominate your page. 

Repetition:  stay consistent with button placement throughout your site.  This will help create site identity 
and give the impression of a cohesively designed site. 

 
IMAGES 
You can find free low-res comp images, many copyright and royalty-free at: 
Photodisc.com 
Comstock.com 
Sizing: images should be reasonably small, as they will take time to load.  Too many large images and 

your user will lose patience while the page loads.  A good image size to prevent excessive page 
loading time is 400 pixels in width. 

Placement:  don’t be afraid to move away from the standard design grid.  A tilted image if placed well can 
be highly effective.  Also, consider drop shadows and repeated patterns of images. 

Cropping:  don’t hesitate to crop out unnecessary content.  Choose the focus of your photo and crop into 
it.  (Remember that cropping an image in a web design program will still leave the original image size.  
Best to do your cropping in a photo manipulation program.) 

Usage:  consider using images for buttons or to line up with text to keep both image and text from “floating” 
on your page. 

 



 

 

SAMPLE WEBSITES FOR REFERENCE 
Layout: 
• Standard, traditional web layout (mostly created through use of a template) but there is a reason why 

this is the most popular template layout:  it works.  Simple to navigate, users know what to expect. 
  http://www.bartandnadia.com/ 
  http://www.laurelschool.org/ 
  http://www.vampfangs.com/ 
 
• New layout ideas.  Perhaps not something we can create with what you will learn in our limited 

workshop but you should know the possibilities. 
  http://melissahie.com/ 
  http://www.intuitivedesigns.net/ 
  http://www.dinulovic.com/ 
 
Site identity: 
• Recurring colors and themes on each page makes the entire site connect.   
  http://www.professional-lurker.com/ 
  http://www.jasonpalmeri.com/ 

http://www.gothamcityclothing.com/ 
 
Color: 
• Note how the same colors are picked up not only in the choices of type but through all the graphical 

elements. 
  http://singularityconcepts.com/ 
  http://www.whoorayrecords.com/ 
  http://www.thethingswemake.co.uk/ 

• Great audience awareness.  The first site is for younger girls, the second for older teen girls. 
 http://www.newmoon.com/ 
  http://www.gurl.com/ 
 
Graphics: 
• These sites use graphics to the fullest as buttons for linking through images or clever use of 

typography. 
  http://www.brandonmuth.com/ 
  http://www.krijtenberg.nl/ 
  http://lexusine.candyandrazorblades.net/emoh.html 
 
For comparison: 
• Compare these sites.  One is buried in text and slams the user with information.  While easy to 

navigate, hard to look at.  The other site (same topic) is broken into headers.  How much more inviting 
to add something as simple headers and color. 

  http://www.liveandgrow.org/ 
  http://www.xenu.net/ 
 



 

 

• Compare these faculty sites.  Again, the first and second are both buried in text with no clear distinction 
of a homepage, no greeting for the user.  The third site not only has a homepage but each link opens to 
a new course, which is a totally new website on its own. 

  http://www.psychology.iastate.edu/FACULTY/gwells/homepage.htm 
  http://ontology.buffalo.edu/smith/ 
  http://www.msu.edu/~devossda/index2.html 
 
• Compare Excite to Google:  both search engines.  Google just does it better by not cluttering up their 

homepage.  The visual makes the site less overwhelming.  You see how important a homepage is in 
this example. 

  http://excite.com/, http://www.google.com/ 
 
Web design blog for reference: http://vandelaydesign.com/blog/ 
 
 


